Abstract. An operator is a map <P\ Pto -» Poj. By embedding Pto in two natural ways into the A-calculus model Pto2 (and T°) the computable maps on this latter structure induce classes of recursion operators. § 0. Introduction. With the notion of (pre complete) numbered set Ershov [3] gave a general framework for certain results in classical recursion theory. In his theory the notion of morphism is central. In [6] there is a definition of enumeration operators and (implicitly) of Turing operators. Although enumeration operators (restricted to the r.e. sets as numbered set) are morphisms, Turing operators are not even partial morphisms.
§ 1. The models Pco, Pco2 and T°\ Let co be the set of natural numbers with Pco as power set. (Pco, is a complete partial order (cpo) and so is (Pco2, C) with <A , B) □ (A \ B') iff /I c ,4', B <= B' ; (these structures are even complete lattices). Cpo's A " are always considered with the Scott topology, see [2] , § 1 or [1] , § 1.2. \_X -* X] is the cpo of continuous maps on X with the pointwise partial ordering. There is a binary operation on Pco such that (Pco, •) is a continuous A-model, i.e., a model of the A-calculus in which exactly the continuous functions are representable, see [ 1] , § 1.2.
Similarly one can make Pco2 into a continuous A-model. a + are finite}), with e0 = <0 , 0 >. In particular (Pco2, •) ¿5 a continuous X-model. Proof . As for Pco. ■ In § 3 another continuous /-model will be used, namely Plotkin's T°\ One has T" = {(A, B}\ AnB = 0} c Pco2;
P r o p o s i t i o n . For a, be
see [2] for the definition of application (•) and abstraction (graph) in this structure. These definitions use an effective enumeration b0, by,... of the finite elements of Tw. Proof. Define f(x) = \_i{f(y)\ y C x, y finite}. This is defined because the supremum is over a directed set. ƒ is clearly the unique continuous extension of ƒ. ■ 1.5. D e f i n i t i o n . A continuous ƒ: X c -> X c is called computable if its unique continuous extension ƒ: X -> X is computable.
D e f i n i t i o
The following notions are due to Ershov.
1.6. D e f i n i t i o n , (i) A numbered set is a structure (X, y) where y: co -> X is a surjective map.
(ii) If (X , y) and (X \ y') are numbered sets then X -> X' is a partial morphism iff for some partial recursive ^: co -> co one has Vnn(y(nj) ^ y'(*A («))■ (iii) If (X , y) is a numbered set, then the Ershov topology on X has as base the collection
For the definition of complete numbered set and special elements, see [3] or [9] . Pcoc with the standard enumeration y(n) = Wn forms a complete numbered set with special elements 0 . Similarly Pcoc 2, T™ can be numbered to become complete numbered sets with special element <0 , 0 ).
Morphisms between numbered sets are clearly continuous with respect to the Ershov topology. On our three numbered sets X c, the morphisms coincide with the computable maps. The following lemma is needed in § 3. 
Similarly for ƒ(/£<,)+ (and I0, S0)).
Let
The sets F and F' correspond to the "function spaces" in a Scott domain (see Barendregt [1981] 
* f ( A ) I o f ( A * ) e P a r ; (<Pf(A)f = f ( A d).
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That is <Pf = • " 1 o fo A :
If cePco2, write <Pf* = <Pf* with f(a) = c a for aePco2. (=>) Define f 0 = 9 0 <PoA~l : Pco2 ^ Pco2. Then f 0 is a partial * continuous map. Since Pco2 is an injective topological space (it is an algebraic, hence continuous lattice, see [7] ), f 0 can be extended to a total continuous ƒ. 
L e m m a . A partial map <P: (Pco, A )^( c o , •) is continuous iff < P is an induced
Then < P = <Pf*. m Write = {/: Pm 2 -► Pco21 ƒ computable}. 2.4. D e f i n i t i o n . Let <P: Pco Pco. (i) 4> is a partial strong operator (<Pe%>£) ii 3f e%>2 $ = # } * ; (ii) < P isA^eB o A' < B\ A o A' < B*.
P r o p o s i t i o n , (i)
Any partial strong operator can be extend to a total enumeration operator (notation: It is not true that or see 2.14 and 2.16 below. The classes and r6 j turn out to consist of known recursion theoretic operators. [6] , p. 147. 
T h e o r e m . <Pe%e iff < P is an enumeration operator as defined in
is a recursive function h such that for all ieco and all A , B e P o A = WiB o < P% i)(B) = A.
Proof, (i) Given any regular r.e. set W0{i) cf. [6] , p. 132, define a = <{ ((P, q), m)\ (m, o, p, q)e W^} , {((p, q), m)| (m, 1, p, i ) 
l(i). (iv) By 2.1 l(ii). ■
Now it is shown why partial Turing and strong operators cannot always be made total. For a proof, see [6] , Th. 9, XIX. The idea is that (Pco, *) is a compact metric space, hence a continuous < P on it is uniformly continuous. This provides the required (effectively uniformly bounded) truth table conditions.
C o r o l l a r y .
Proof. By 2.15, 2.12(iii) and the fact t h a t < 7^>^" , cf. [6] , Cor. 9, XVIII. ■ A concrete example of a partial Turing operator that cannot be made total is the following. Define By Church thesis and 2.11 0 is a partial Turing operator. 0 cannot be extended to a total Turing operator 0~ because, by the compactness of (Pco, *), 0~ has to be uniformly continuous, which is impossible. § 3. The Turing-Rogers operators. In [6] another class (€j K of partial operators is suggested. It will be shown that ^j R = (£ j.
3.1.
D e f i n i t i o n . Let X, Y be sets and let i : X Y be an injective map. 
D e f i n i t i o n , (i) <P:
is a partial recursive operator, notation 0 G^r p if < P is defined by some total via r: -> Pco. ( g: Pco2 -> Pco2 be computable such that g (T to) T 0*. Then g\ T i0 is computable in T l°.
Proof. Let ƒ = < y | T 03. ƒ is continuous since T< 0 is a subspace of Pa)2. An easy computation shows that if a = g r a p h ( /') as defined for T to, then a e Tcl°. ■ Now we need yet another characterization of ftf.
P r o p o s i t i o n . <Pe%j iff < P is defined by some computable f: T w -> T
Proof. (=>) By 2.9 (i) there is an index / such that for all /leP w c (<*>(/!)) = <pf
where WQ {i) is the "regularization" of Wx as defined in [6] , p. 132. Define g(a) = da in Pco2. Clearly g is computable and < P is defined by g via *: Pco -> Pco2. By 
the regularity of WQ (i) it follows that
Va e T a) g (a) e T". By 3.4 ƒ = g\ T (,) is computable. Moreover < P is defined by ƒ via *: Pco -> T l°.
(<=) Let ƒ: T™ -> Tiy be computable. By 1.9 ƒ can be extended to a computable f " : Pco2 -> Par. Then < P defined by ƒ via * is also defined by ƒ ' via*, i.e. <Pec 6 j. ■ R em ark. Similar results hold for the classes c 6p e and However not for the strong operators: the only partial strong operators defined via T w are the constant ones. (ii) I f <Pe^jR, then it may be assumed that < P is defined by a with The last clause in the definition of a_ gives the non meagerness of dom(0), making < P defined (equal co) on s / h> .)
(ii) In the same way as in (i), under similar assumptions, one can find an interpolating By 2.6 (iv), < P may actually be taken in % > w. (iii) It is not difficult to see that 4.1 cannot be extended to a result as in (i). (Take the £, a converging sequence and the A, (<;"£,) not converging.) Also (i) cannot be strengthened by dropping the isolatedness or the uniformity.
